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Let K be a number "eld and O
K
be its ring of integers. Let f : XPSpec(O
K
) be an arithmetic surface and letLM be an
arithmetically nef hermitian line bundle over X. The hermitian structure on LM de"nes a natural structure of
hermitian O
K
-module on H0(X;LM ?u
X@OK
). A closed point P3X is said to be a "xed point for the adjoint system
ofLM if, for every D3H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
) such that EDE
461
)1 we have that D D
P
"0. We prove that the existence of
a "xed point for the adjoint system of LM imposes some (Arakelov) numerical condition on LM . We prove also an
arithmetic analogue of Cayley}Bacharach criterion for the existence of an hermitian vector bundle of rank two
over X with prescribed arithmetic Chern classes and a section vanishing only on a "xed closed point. In the last
part we apply this to "nd an arithmetic analogue of Reider’s Theorem on "xed points of the adjoint system ofLM .
( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
A classical problem in algebraic geometry of projective surfaces is the study of the adjoint
linear systems: given a line bundle ‚ over a projective smooth surface, we would like to have
some numerical criterion in order to know if the linear system H0 (X; ‚?K
X
) (K
X
is the
canonical bundle of X) has or have not "xed points. An important tool in this kind of
problems is the Cayley}Bacharach condition (cf. [9]); this is a condition (which can be read
on the linear system H0 (X; ‚?K
X
)) on the existence of vector bundles of rank two over
X with given Chern classes and global sections which are zero only on a given (zero-
dimensional) closed set. Another important tool (related to the "rst) is the stability
condition for vector bundles over surfaces. Using this two tools, Reider (cf. [14]) was able to
give a very powerful numerical criterion on the existence of "xed points on the adjoint linear
system of an ample line bundle.
Let K be a number "eld and O
K
be its ring of integer. Let f : XPSpec(O
K
) be an
arithmetic surface (let g be the genus of the generic "bre). Arakelov theory is a good
dictionary which allows to translate methods of algebraic geometry in this setting. LetLM be
semi-ample (or arithmetically nef ) hermitian line bundle over X (for the de"nitions see
Section 2); the hermitian structure of LM provides the O
K
-module H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
) with
a natural structure of hermitian vector bundle over O
K
. A general philosophy in Arakelov
theory is that, a good knowledge of the sections in H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
) of sup-norm less then
one may give important diophantine informations on X.
Let p be a closed point on X; we will say that p is a "xed point for H0(X;LM ?u
X@OK
)
if, for every D3H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
) such that EDE
461
)1 we have that D D
p
"0 (D passes
through p).
So, looking to the algebraic geometric analogue, we would like to see if the fact that p is
a "xed point of H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
) imposes some numerical restriction on LM . One of the
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principal di$culties is that a closed point is not a degree one zero cycle on X (as in the
geometric case).
The "rst numerical criterion we could "nd is a consequence of a vanishing theorem
proved by SouleH [15]: suppose that p is a closed point contained in the open set of X where
f is smooth, then we can prove
THEOREM 4.1. ‚et p3X be a closed point as above and let LM be an arithmetically
semi-ample hermitian line bundle over X; suppose that
(i) m"deg(L
K
)’deg(p);
(ii) p is a ,xed point of H0(X;LM ?u
X@OK
);
(iii) Card(k(p))’(1!(2/e)Nd@2)~2 (where N"m#g!1 and d"[K: Q]); then
LM 2
m2d
)log(Card(k (p)))#2 log(Nd)!2 log(n)#r2 log(2)
md
!log(DK)
md
#1
where r
2
is the number of complex places of K and D
K
is the absolute discriminant of K over Q.
As in the geometric case, we would like to see if the existence of "xed points of the
adjoint linear system of LM allows to construct a hermitian vector bundle of rank two over
X with special properties.
Indeed we can do that under some conditions:
THEOREM 5.2. ‚et f : XPSpec(O
K
) be an arithmetic surface and LM be a semi-ample
hermitian line bundle over X. ‚et p3X a closed point as above. Suppose that conditions (i)} (iii)
of „heorem 4.1 are veri,ed; then there exists an hermitian vector bundle of rank two EM over
X and an exact sequence
E : 0PO
X
Ps EM PJ
p
LM ? f * (u~1O
K@Z
)P0
such that
(a) E is an isometry and Ms"0N"p;
(b) c
1 Y(EM )"LM ? f * (u~1OK/Z ) ;
(c) c
2 Y(EM )"logCard(k(p))#(Nd)2/4n3.
The c
i Y(EM )’s are the arithmetic Chern classes of E (cf. [7]).
As we can see, this Theorem can be seen as an arithmetic analogue of Cayley}Bacharach
criterion.
Finally, using Theorem 5.2 and the arithmetic analogue of Bogomolov’s unstability (cf.
[13]) we can give an arithmetic analogue of Reider’s Theorem:
THEOREM 6.1. ‚et LM be an Arakelov nef admissible hermitian bundle on X. Suppose that
p is a ,xed point of the linear system H0(X;LM ?u
X@OK
? f *(uO
K
/Z)) and that
(i) Card(k(p))’(1!(2/e)Nd@2)~2 ;
(ii) deg(L
K
)’deg (p);
(iii) LM 2’4 (logCard(k(p))#(Nd)2/4n3);
then there exists an e+ective Arakelov divisor D over X such that
(a) D passes through p;
(b) 0(deg(D
K
) deg (L
K
)/2;
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(c) (O
X
(D);LM ) LM 2/2;
(d) !LM 2/4)O
X
(D)2)LM 2/4.
(N and d are as in Theorem 4.1, uO
K@Z
is the dualizing sheaf of O
K
over Z and the
remaining de"nitions can be found in Section 2).
As it is possible to see in the proof of Theorem 5.2, the understanding of these questions
is strictly related to some delicate questions in the geometry of numbers (points of bounded
length in lattices, sublattices and their polars); in Section 3 we study these questions;
improving our knowledge on that will imply consequences on the knowledge of the adjoint
linear systems.
In Section 2 we give de"nitions; in Section 3 we prove some theorems in the geometry of
numbers which will be used in Sections 4 and 5; in Section 4 we prove Theorem 4.2; in
Section 5 we give some necessary and su$cient conditions for the existence of vector
bundles of rank two on X with prescribed arithmetic Chern classes and with a section with
prescribed zeroes and we prove Theorem 5.2; in Section 6 we prove Theorem 6.1.
2. NOTATIONS AND QUICK REVIEW OF ARAKELOV THEORY
In this paper K will be a number "eld, O
K
its ring of integers and S
=
the set of in"nite
places of K. We will denote by r
1
the number of real places of K, by r
2
the number of complex
places and d"r
1
#2r
2
"[K :Q]. Finally, D
K
will be the absolute discriminant of K over Q.
For every object X over Spec(O
K
), and every point p (closed or not) of Spec(O
K
) we will
denote by Xp the "bre of X over p; in particular if p3S=, we will denote by Xp the object
obtained from X by base change to C via p.
An hermitian O
K
-module EM is an O
K
-module (of "nite type) E with, for every p3S
=
, an
hermitian metric hp on the C}vector space Ep ; with the convention that, if p"qN , then the
metric on Ep is the complex conjugate of the metric on Eq. If E is a projective module, then
we will call EM , hermitian vector bundle, if, moreover, the rank of E is one, EM is called
hermitian line bundle.
If EM is an hermitian line bundle, we de"ne its arithmetic degree by the formula
deg(EM )"log (Card(E/sO
K
))! +
p|S=
log EsEp
where s3E is a non-zero element and EsEp"h(s; s)1@2p .
Let uO
K @Z
"HomZ (OK; Z); it is a projective OK-module of rank one and it has a natural
structure of hermitian line bundle: let „rO
K@Z
3uO
K @Z
be the trace section, we then
put E„rO
K@Z
Ep"1 if p is real and 2 if p is complex (cf. [17]). We have that
deg (uO
K @Z
)"log (D
K
)!2r
2
log(2).
An arithmetic surface will be a connected regular scheme of dimension two X with
a projective #at morphism f : XPSpec (O
K
) with smooth generic "bre X
K
. An hermitian
vector bundle EM over X is a vector bundle E over X with, for every p3S
=
, a C=, an
hermitian metric hp on the holomorphic bundle Ep (over the Riemenn surface Xp), with , as
above, the convention that, if p"qN then hp"h1 q . We will denote by PicY (X) the group of
isometry classes of hermitian line bundles over X (where an isometry is a isomorphism over
X which preserves metrics). It is possible to de"ne a symmetric bilinear intersection pairing
( ) ; ) ): PicY (X)? PicY (X)PR (cf. [4] or [6]).
An hermitian line bundle LM is said positive if deg (L
K
)’0 and LM 2"(LM ;LM )’0; if
P‘ (X)LPicY (X) is the subset of positive hermitian line bundles, we will call the set
C‘‘(X)"P‘(X) ?R
;0
the positive co( ne of X.
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An hermitian line bundle LM is said arithmetically semi-ample if deg (L
K
)’0 and for
every p3S
=
the metric onLM p is positive; it is said arithmetically ample (arithm. nef ) if it is
arithmetically semi-ample and for all MM 3C‘‘(X) we have (LM ;MM )’0 ((LM ;MM )*0).
For every p3S
=
we can endow the Riemann surface Xp with a canonical metric: the
so-called Arakelov metric dk
A3
(cf. [5, 11]) for the de"nitions). An hermitian line bundleLM is
said admissible if, for every p, we have that c
1
(LM p)"2ni deg (LM K)dkA3 (or equivalently, we
will say that the metrics on LM are admissible).
If D is a divisor on X, we will denote by O
X
(D) the line bundle O
X
(D) endowed with the
unique admissible metrics such that
P
Xp
log (E1
D
Ep) dkA3"0.
IfLM is an admissible line bundle, then, we will say thatLM is Arakelov ample (Arakelov
nef ) if, deg(L
K
)’0 (deg(L
K
)*0), LM 2’0 (LM 2*0) and for every e!ective divisor D, we
have (LM ; O
X
(D))’0 ((LM ; O
X
(D))*0).
An arithmetic zero cycle Z on X is a formal sum
Z"+ n
i
P
i
# +
p|S=
jp
with n
i
3Z almost all zero, the P
i
’s are closed points on X and jp3R (with jp"jpN ).
Remark. This de"nition is a little bit di!erent from the usual one (for instance the one
you can "nd on [6]) but, since, for every Riemann surface >, the group AI 1,1(>)"A1,1(>)/
(L(A0,1)#LM (A1,0))KC (by Stokes Theorem), the two de"nitions are equivalent.
The degree of a zero cycle Z is the real number
deg(Z)"+
i
n
i
log(Card(k(P
i
)))#+
p
jp
where k(P) is the residue "eld of P.
It is possible to de"ne an arithmetic Chow group of zero cycles CHY
0
(X); it is the group
of arithmetic zero cycles on X modulo some equivalence relation (see [6]); the equivalence
relation preserves the degree.
It is possible to construct a theory of arithmetic characheristic classes for hermitian
vector bundles over X (see [7, 4]); we will not describe it here; for our aim it su$ces to know
that, if EM is an hermitian vector bundle over X, then its "rst arithmetic Chern class c
1 Y(EM ) is
the hermitian line bundle det(EM ) and its second Chern class c
2 Y(EM ) is a real number which has
the following properties: if
E : 0PEM
1
PEM
2
PEM
3
P0
is an exact sequence of hermitian vector bundles over X then
c
2 Y(EM 2)"c2 Y(EM 1)#c2 Y(EM 3)#(c1 Y(EM 1 ) ; c1 Y(EM 3 ))!+
p
P
Xp
c
2
(Ep )
’C
where c
2
(Ep)
’C
is the secondary Bott}Chern class of the exact sequence Ep over the Riemann
surface Xp (for a de"nition of the secondary Bott}Chern classes cf. [7]), and that, for every
hermitian line bundle LM , c
2 Y(‚M )"0.
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If P is a closed point on X, we will de"ne deg(P) as the degree of the divisor P in the "bre
of f containing P (which is an algebraic curve de"ned over some "nite "eld).
3. POINTS OF BOUNDED NORM ON LATTICES, SUBLATTICES AND THEIR DUALS
Let ‚ be a lattice in RN and AL‚ be a sublattice.
In this section we will give some su$cient conditions in order to have points of bounded
norm in the dual of A which are not in the dual of ‚.
We endow RN with the standard scalar product ( ) ; ) ) and, if x3RN we will denote by
x2 the positive real number (x; x).
If ‚ is a lattice in RN, we will denote by ‚* the (dual) lattice ‚*"Mx3RN s.t.
(x; y)3Z "y3‚N.
We can now state the main Theorem of this section.
THEOREM 3.1. ‚et ‚ be a lattice in RN and AL‚ be a sublattice, if
(a) the index [‚: A]’(1!(2/e)N@2)~2,
(b) for all x3‚ such that x2)N/n we have that x3A; then there exists z3A* such that
z2)N/n and z N‚*.
Remark. If N is su$ciently big, the condition (a) is just the fact that AO‚.
Proof. The Theorem is a consequence of the following lemma (which is interesting on its
own).
LEMMA 3.2. ‚et ‚ be a lattice in RN ; then
+
x3‚;x2’N/n
e~nx2(A
2
eB
N@2
+
x3‚
e~nx2.
Proof. We have that
+
x3‚
e~n(x2@2)" +
x3‚
en(x2@2) e~nx2
’ +
x3‚;x2’N/n
en(x2@2)e~nx2
*eN@2 +
x3‚;x2’N/n
e~nx2.
On the other hand, by the Poisson summation formula, we obtain
+
x3‚
e~n(x2@2)"2N@2
d(‚) +x3‚*
e~2nx2
where d(‚) is the discriminant of ‚. But
2N@2
d(‚) +x3‚*
e~2nx2)2N@2
d (‚) +x3‚*
e~nx2
and by using Poisson summation formula again, we obtain
+
x3‚
e~n(x2@2)(2N@2 +
x3‚
e~nx2
the lemma easily follows.
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Let us start now the proof of the Theorem: if <LRN is a lattice, we will denote by a (<)
the number
a(< )" +
x3<;x2)N/n
e~nx2
and o(< )"+x3< e~nx2.
By hypothesis, a (‚)"a(A). If we prove that
Q (A; ‚)"a (‚)
a (A)
a (A*)
a (‚*)’1,
we are done.
The lemma implies that, for every lattice <,
a (< )’A1!A
2
eB
N@2
Bo (< )
we then have that
a (< )
a(<*)
"a (<)
o(<)
o (< )
a(<*)
The Poisson summation formula can be written as o (< )"(1/d(<))o (<*). So
a (< )
a (<*)
"a (<)
o (< )
o (<*)
a(<*)
1
d (< )
but o (<*)’a (<*), then
a (<)
a (<*)
’A1!A
2
eB
N@2
B
1
d (< )
.
This implies that
Q(A; ‚)’A1!A
2
eB
N@2
B
2 1
d (‚)
1
d (A*)
but d (A*)"(1/d(‚) ) [‚ :A]), so "nally
Q(A; ‚)’A1!A
2
eB
N@2
B
2
[‚ : A]
and we conclude from hypothesis.
COROLLARY 3.3. ‚et AL‚LRN be as above; suppose that
(a) [‚ :A]’(1!(2/e)N@2)~2,
(b) for every x3‚ such that x2)1, we have that x3A. „hen there exists z3A* such that
z2)(N2/n2) and z N‚*.
Proof. If l3R‘ and < is a lattice, let l< be the lattice Mlx s.t.x3<N.
It is easy to see that &&if x3‚ and x2)1 implies that x3A’’ is equivalent to &&if
y3(N/n)1@2‚ and y2)(N/n) then y3(N/n)1@2A’’. The Theorem implies that there exists
z3(n/N)1@2A* such that z2)(N/n) and z N (n/N)1@2‚*. The corollary follows easily.
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3.1. Hermitian vector bundles over arithmetic curves
Let K be a number "eld, O
K
its ring of integers, and S
=
be the set of in"nite places of K;
r
1
the number of real places of K, r
2
the number of complex places of K and
d"r
1
#2r
2
"[K : Q]. Finally, let uO
K
/Z be the dualizing sheaf (we know that it is canoni-
cally an hermitian line bundle over O
K
).
Let EM be an hermitian vector bundle over O
K
of rank N and let AM LEM be a subbundle of
the same rank; let i be the index of AM in EM (i is the cardinality of E/A). We will denote by
H0
A3
(EM ) the set Mx3EM s.t. ExEp)1 "p3S=N (it is a "nite set) and by h0A3 (EM ) the real number
log(Card(H0 (EM ))).
As a corollary of Theorem 3.1 we "nd the following.
THEOREM 3.4. ‚et AM and EM be as above. If
(a) i’(1!(2/e)Nd@2)~2,
(b) H0
A3
(EM )"H0
A3
(AM );
then there exists x3AM * ?uO
K
/Z such that
(i) x NEM * ?uO
K
/Z ,
(ii) +p ExEp)(Nd)2/n2.
Proof. As usual we imbed EM in EM R"=pEM p by the diagonal imbedding; the image is
a lattice in EM R. On EM R there are two canonical norms: the sup-norm: if x"(xp)3EM R then
ExE
461
"suppMExpEpN and the ‚2-norm: ExE2L2"+p ExpE2p. We always have
ExE
461
)ExE
L2
; so the hypothesis (b) implies that if x3EM is such that ExE
L2
)1, then
x3AM .
Since EM *?uO
K
/Z"HomZ (E; Z), the theorem follows as a corollary of Theorem 3.1.
If the index of A in E is su$ciently big, we can have a stronger version of Theorem 3.4;
but the order of the index must grow with N, the advantage of Theorem 3.4 is that, in that
case, the admissible index decreases when the rank grows.
THEOREM 3.5. ‚et EM and AM LEM as above. If
(a) log(i)’2C, where C"C(N; r
1
; r
2
)"Nd log(3)#Nr
1
log(2)!r
1
log(<
N
)N!)!
r
2
log(<
2N )
(2N) !)#log((Nd)!) and <
n
the volume of the unit ball in Rn.
(b) H0
A3
(EM )"H0
A3
(AM );
then there exists a x3AM *? uO
K
/Z such that
(i) x NEM * ?uO
K
/Z,
(ii) +p ExEp)1.
Proof. The main tool for the proof is Theorem 2, p. 353 in [8] (or a slight di!erent
version of it); let us quote it: we denote h0
L2
(EM ) the real number log(CardMx3EM s.t.
ExE
L2
)1N).
PROPOSITION 3.6 (Gillet-SouleH ). ‚et EM be an hermitian vector bundle of rank N over O
K
,
then
!C)h0
A3
(EM )!h0
L2
(EM *?uO
K
/Z)!deg(EM )!Ns(OK) C
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If EM and AM are as in the Theorem, then deg(EM )"deg(AM )#log (i) and h0
A3
(EM )"h0
A3
(AM );
then by using Proposition 3.6 we obtain
h0
L2
(AM * ?uO
K
/Z)!h0L2 (EM * ?uOK/Z)*log (i)!2C
so from hypothesis (a) we conclude.
4. FIXED POINTS OF THE ADJOINT SYSTEMS
Let f : XPSpec(O
K
) be an arithmetic surface, u
X@OK
the relative dualizing sheaf and g be
the genus of the generic "bre of f. Let LM be an hermitian line bundle over X. Suppose that
LM is arithmetically semi-ample; then we can endow the O
K
-module H0 (X;LM ? u
X@OK
) with
a natural structure of hermitian vector bundle over O
K
: if x3H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
) we de"ne
ExE
461
"suppMExpEp;L2N, where the ‚2 metric on H0 (X;LM ? uX@OK)p is induced by the
metric on LM p (and its "rst Chern form c1 (LM p) induces a metric on Xp).
We want to study H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
) as an &&adjoint linear system’’ on X.
Let p3X be a closed point.
De,nition. We say that p is a ,xed point of H0 (X;LM ? u
X@OK
) if, for every
D3H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
) such that EDE
461
)1, we have that DD
p
"0 (D passes through p).
Remark. More generally, if ‚M is a metrized line bundle over O
K
, we can de"ne a "xed
point of the linear system H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
? f * (‚M )) in the same way.
As a consequence of Theorem 3.4 and the SouleH analogue of Kodaira vanishing
Theorem (cf. [15]) (given below) we will "nd a numerical necessary condition for a closed
point p to be a "xed point of the adjoint linear system of LM .
From now on, we will suppose that Z
&*/
"p is a closed point on X. Namely Z
&*/
is given
by a morphism g : Spec(F
q
)PX, where F
q
is the "nite "eld with q elements (with a mor-
phism O
K
PF
q
).
THEOREM 4.1. ‚et p3X be a closed point and let LM be an arithmetically semi-ample
hermitian line bundle over X; suppose that
(i) deg (L
K
)’deg (p);
(ii) p is a ,xed point of H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
);
(iii) Card(k (p))’(1!(2/e)Nd@2)~2 (where N"deg(‚
K
)#g!1 and d"[K: Q]); then
LM 2
m2d
)log(Card(k(p)))#2 log(Nd)!2 log(n)#r2 log(2)
md
!log(DK)
md
#1.
Remark. It is possible to "nd a similar result by using Theorem 5 in [16]. Our result is
a (very) little bit better (under these hypothesis).
Before we begin the proof, let us quote the SouleH vanishing Theorem. We will state
a slightly weaker version (but it will be enough in our applications). We "x a semi-ample line
bundleLM over X; the metric onLM (and then on X) endows H1 (X;LM ~1) with a structure of
hermitian module over Spec(O
K
).
PROPOSITION 4.2 (SouleH ). ‚et e3H1 (X;LM ~1) be a non-torsion element, then
LM 2
m2d
)log (EeE
461
)#1.
For a proof see [15].
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Proof of „heorem 4.1. Let J
p
be the sheaf of ideals de"ning p; we have the inclusion
0PH0 (X;J
p
?LM ?u
X@OK
)PH0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
) (1)
Since p is a "xed point of H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
), every s3H0 (X;LM ?u
X@OK
) such that
EsE
461
)1, is in H0 (X;J
p
?LM ?u
X@OK
).
We dualize (1) and we tensorize by uO
K
/Z and we obtain (using Serre duality)
0PH1 (X;LM ~1? f * (uO
K
/Z))PH0 (X;Jp?LM ?uX@OK )*?uOK/Z
Using the hypothesis and Theorem 3.3, there exists an element z3H0 (X;J
p
?LM ?u
X@OK
)*?
uO
K
/Z such that EzE461)(Nd)2/n2 ; if q"Card(k (p)), then qz3H1 (X;LM ~1? f * (uOK/Z)).
Now we apply SouleH vanishing and we obtain
(LM ? f * (u~1O
K
/Z))2
m2d
)log(q)#2 log(Nd)!2 log(n)#1
but (LM ? f * (u~1O
K
/Z))2"LM 2!2mdeg(uO
K
/Z ) and deg(uO
K
/Z )"log(DK)!2r2 log(2); so
"nally
LM 2
dm2
)log(q)!2 log(Nd)!2 log(n)#1#log(DK)
dm
!2r2 log(2)
md
.
5. FIXED POINTS OF ADJOINT SYSTEMS AND RANK TWO BUNDLES
Let f : XPSpec(O
K
) and LM as in Section 4.
Let Z3ZK
0
(X) be a zero cycle. We suppose that Z is &&reduced’’: with this we mean that
Z"+n
i/1
P
i
#+p jp with PiOPj if iOj.
We will now give a su$cient condition for the existence of an hermitian rank two vector
bundle EM over X, such that c
1 Y(EM ) and c2 Y(EM )"Z (we will explain soon what we mean by
this).
As we will see, this condition is reminiscent of the Cayley}Bacharach condition on
&&geometric’’ surfaces (cf. [9]).
If Z is as above, we will call Z
&*/
the &&"nite part’’ of Z: Z
&*/
"+
i
P
i
.
Let J
Z&*/
be the sheaf of ideals of the subscheme Z
&*/
in X and let us apply the functor
Hom( ) ;LM ~1) to the exact sequence
0PJ
Z&*/
PO
X
PO
Z&*/
P0.
Then we obtain an exact sequence
0PH1 (X;LM ~1)PExt1 (J
Z&*/
;LM ~1)Pa Ext2 (O
Z&*/
;LM ~1)P0. (2)
The O
K
-module Ext2 (O
Z&*/
;LM ~1) is torsion, so, by the exact sequence (2), we can
endow Ext1(J
Z&*/
;LM ~1) with a structure of hermitian module over O
K
: namely
Ext1 (J
Z&*/
;LM ~1)pKH1 (X;LM ~1)p and this is equipped with the ‚2 norm (identifying it with
the space of harmonic forms H0,1 (LM ~1p )).
It is well known (cf. for instance [18] Chap. 4, p. 62 and !. or [9]) that there exists a (non-
canonical) isomorphism u :Ext2 (O
Z&*/
;LM ~1)P& f
*
(O
Z&*/
); so every element x3Ext2(O
Z&*/
;LM ~1)
de"nes, via u, and by functoriality, an element u(x)
’C
in O
Z&*/
. The sheaf O
Z&*/
is a mono-
genic O
X
-module and the fact that u (x)
’C
is or not a generator of O
Z&*/
do not depend on the
chosen u.
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It is very classical (cf. [18] or [9]) that an element y3Ext1(J
Z&*/
;LM ~1) gives rise to
a sheaf extension which is a vector bundle if and only if u (a(y)
’C
) is a generator of O
Z&*/
.
We can now state the
THEOREM 5.1. ‚et Z"+
i
P
i
#+p jp be a zero cycle and LM be a semi-ample hermitian
vector bundle line bundle as above; then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) there exists an hermitian vector bundle EM of rank two over X and an exact sequence
which is an isometry:
0PO
X
Ps EM PJ
Z&*/
LM P0
such that Ms"0N"Z
&*/
and c
2 Y(EM )"Z in CH Y0 (X);(b) there exists y3Ext1(J
Z&*/
;LM ~1) such that a(y) is a generator of O
Z&*/
and, for every
p3S
=
, EyE2p)4njp .
Remark. It is evident that under the conditions of (a), c
1 Y(EM )"LM .
Proof. We recall "rst the following remark which is proved in [4, Chap. 10] (cf. also [15]
or [12]):
Let > be a Riemann surface and LM be a hermitian line bundle over >; if
E : 0PO
Y
PEM PLM P0
is an exact sequence of holomorphic vector bundles which is an isometry, then we can "nd
a C=-orthogonal decomposition EM =LM ; so we can write
LM
E
"A
LM O
Y
a
0 LM LB
with a3A0,1(LM ~1); the image of a in H1(>;LM ) (via Dolbeault) is the class [E] of the
extension E. We have that
c
2
(E)
’C" 1
2ni
tr(a*a)
where a*3A1;0 (LM ) is the transpose of a.
Conversely, given an element b3A0;1 (LM ~1) which is in the preimage of [E] (via
Dolbeault), there exists a metric on E such that E is an isometry and &&the corresponding a’’
is b.
The classical Hodge decomposition for A0,1(LM ~1) is
A0;1 (LM ~1)"H0,1(LM ~1)= LM (A0,0 (LM ~1))
where H0,1 (LM ~1) is the space of harmonic forms. It is well known (cf. [9]) that
a3A0,1 (LM ~1) has minimal norm in the set Ma#LM (b) s.t. b3A0,0 (LM ~1)N if and only if
a3H0,1 (LM ~1). Moreover, if a3H0,1(LM ~1) then
MEa#LM (b)E
L2
s.t. b3A0,0 (LM ~1)N"EaE
L2
#R*0 . (3)
Let us now come to our arithmetic surface: if we have an exact sequence of hermitian
sheaves
E : 0PO
X
Ps EM PJ
Z&*/
LM P0
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then, for all p3S
=
, this gives rise to an exact sequence of hermitian vector bundles over the
Riemann surface Xp , and "nally to an element ap3A0,1 (Xp;LM ~1p ). We then have that
c
2 Y(EM )"Z&*/# 14n +p
EapE2p (4)
(cf. [15], [12], Proposition 7.3]).
So we "nally see that, from (3) and (4) we deduce that condition (a) of the Theorem is
equivalent to have a non-torsion element y3Ext1 (J
Z&*/
;LM ~1) such that a (y) is a generator
of O
Z&*/
and EyEp)4njp for all p.
Let ; be the open set in Spec(O
K
) where f is smooth. We will also suppose that
p3f ~1 (;). We will denote by J
p
the sheaf of ideals of p.
We can now state the main theorem of this paper:
THEOREM 5.2. ‚et f : XPSpec (O
K
) be an arithmetic surface and LM be a semi-ample
hermitian line bundle over X. ‚et p3X a closed point as in Section 4. Suppose that
(i) deg(L
K
)’deg(p);
(ii) p is a ,xed point of H0(X;LM ?u
X@OK
);
(iii) Card(k(p))’(1!(2/e)Nd@2)~2 (where N"deg (L
K
)#g!1 and d"[K :Q]).
„hen there exists an hermitian vector bundle of rank two EM over X and an exact sequence
E : 0PO
X
Ps EM PJ
p
LM ? f * (u~1O
K
/Z)P0
such that
(a) E is an isometry and Ms"0N"p;
(b) c
1 Y(EM )"LM ? f * (u~1OK/Z);
(c) c
2 Y(EM )"logCard(k (p))#(Nd)2/4n3.
Proof. We consider the exact sequence
0PJ
P
?LM ?uX/O
K
PLM ?uX/O
K
PLM ? uX/O
K
D
p
P0
from the hypothesis we deduce an exact sequence in cohomology
0PH0 (X;J
P
?LM ?uX/O
K
)PH0(X;LM ?uX/O
K
)Pf
*
(LM ?uX/O
K
D
p
)P0
(the surjectivity of the last map is consequence of condition (i) in the hypothesis).
If we take the dual over Z of this exact sequence, we obtain
0PH1 (X;LM ~1? f * (uO
K
/Z))PExt1 (Jp ;LM ~1? f * (uOK/Z))
Pa Ext2 (O
p
;LM ~1? f * (uO
K
/Z))P0.
Since p is a closed point, an element x3Ext1 (J
p
;LM ~1? f * (uO
K
/Z)) gives rise to a sheaf
extension which is a vector bundle if and only if a (x)O0.
By using hypothesis (ii), (iii) and applying Theorem 3.4, we know that there exists an
element x3Ext1 (J
p
;LM ~1? f *(uO
K
/Z)) such that +p DDx DDp)(Nd)2/n2 and x NH1(X;LM ~1?
f *(uO
K
/Z)). So, by using Theorem 5.1, we conclude.
If logCard(k (p))’2C (cf. Theorem 3.5) by the same methods we can prove a stronger
theorem:
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THEOREM 5.2 (bis). ‚et f : XPSpec (O
K
) be an arithmetic surface andLM be a semi-ample
hermitian line bundle over X. ‚et p3X a closed point as above. Suppose that
(i) deg (L
K
)’deg (p);
(ii) p is a ,xed point of H0(X;LM ?uX/O
K
);
(iii) logCard(k (p))’2C(N; r
1
; r
2
) (where N"deg(‚
K
)#g!1).
„hen there exists an hermitian vector bundle of rank two EM over X and an exact sequence
E : 0PO
X
Ps EM PJ
p
LM ? f * (u~1O
K
/Z)P0
such that
(a) E is an isometry and Ms"0N"p;
(b) c
1 Y(EM )"LM ? f * (u~1OK/Z);
(c) c
2 Y(EM )"logCard(k (p))#(1/4n).
6. AN ARITHMETIC ANALOGUE OF REIDER)S THEOREM ON FIXED POINTS
OF ADJOINT SYSTEMS
Theorem 5.2 can be used to give an analogue of Reider’s theorem on "xed points of the
adjoint system over an algebraic surface (cf. [14]). From now we will suppose that LM is an
Arakelov nef admissible bundle and that u
X@OK
is endowed with the dual of the Arakelov
metric on the tangent bundle of X (in particular we remark that this is not the usual
Arakelov metric on u
X@OK
, indeed, in general, it is not admissible). We will suppose that p3X
is a closed point as in Section 5.
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that p is a ,xed point of the linear system H0(X;LM ?u
X@OK
?
f *(uO
K
/Z)) and that
(i) Card(k (p))’(1!(2/e)Nd@2)~2;
(ii) deg (L
K
)’deg(p);
(iii) LM 2’4 (logCard(k(p))#(Nd)2/4n3 );
then there exists an e+ective Arakelov divisor D over X such that
(a) D passes through p;
(b) 0(deg(D
K
) (deg(L
K
))/2;
(c) (O
X
(D);LM ) LM 2/2;
(d) !LM 2/4)O
X
(D)2)LM 2/4.
Remark. It is easy to see that there are only "nitely many divisors D with this property.
The interesting point of the statement is that there exists such a divisor.
Proof. Theorem 5.2 implies that there exists an hermitian vector bundle of rank two
EM and an exact sequence
E : 0PO
X
Ps EM PJ
p
LM P0
such that Ms"0N"p, c
1 Y(EM )"LM and c2 Y(EM )"logCard (k(p))#(Nd )2/n2. By (iii) we have
that 4c
2
(EM )!(c
1
(EM ); c
1
(EM ))(0 so EM is arithmetically unstable (cf. [15, 12, 13]). So by [13]
there exists an exact sequence
E@ : 0PMPEM Pu J
w
NP0
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where M and N are line bundles over X andJ
w
is the sheaf of ideals of some subscheme of
codimension two on X, such that, if we put on M the metric induced by EM , M!(c
1 Y(EM ))/2 lies
in the e!ective co( ne of X. We then have a diagram
The composite map u 3 s :OXPJwN de"nes an e!ective divisor D on X such that
N"O
X
(D) and D passes through p. We de"ne now a metric on N: we endow it with the
unique admissible metric such that, for all p we have
P
Xp
log (E1
D
E) (y) dk
A3
(y)"0
(1
D
is the section de"ning D). So N"O
X
(D). We change now the metric on M: we put on it
the admissible metric such that the isomorphism MKLM (!D) becomes an isometry. We
have then a diagram
EA : 0PLM (!D)Pi EM PJ
w
O
X
(D)P0
By the same methods as in Lemma 2 in [15] we can prove that
P
Xp
c
2
(EA) 0
and by similar methods we can prove that
(M;LM ) (LM (!D);LM );
this can be done by remarking that, for all y3Xp , E iE2p (y)*E1DE2p (y) (cf. the proof of
Lemma 3 in [15]). Since M!(c
1
(EM ))/2 lies in the e!ective co( ne of X, intersecting it with
a vertical "ber we obtain
deg (D
K
)
deg (L
K
)
2
;
and, since the exact sequence E is not split at in"nity, deg (D
K
)’0. SinceLM is Arakelov nef,
then it is arithmetically nef (this is an easy consequence of Hodge Index Theorem cf. [13]
Lemma 1.1.1). From what we said before we obtain that
ALM (!D)!
LM
2
; LM B*0
so
(O
X
(D);LM )
LM 2
2
.
The Hodge Index Theorem (cf. [5, 11]) implies that
O
X
(D)2 )LM 2)D(O
X
(D); LM ) D2;
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so
O
X
(D)2)L
M 2
4
.
Since :
Xp
c
2
(EAp) 0, we obtain that
(LM (!D); O
X
(D)) c
2
(EM )
LM 2
4
.
But LM is nef so (LM ; O
X
(D))*0, we obtain then
!O
X
(D)2)L
M 2
4
and we conclude.
By the same method, applying Theorem 5.2 (bis) we obtain an analogue result (but with
di!erent bounds for self interesection of LM and for the cardinality of k (p)).
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